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Kushiel S Chosen
The first book in the Sword-Dancer saga introduces the
legendary adventures of Tiger and Del, magic wielders and
skilled warriors He was Tiger, born of the desert winds,
raised as a slave and winning his freedom by weaving a
special kind of magic with a warrior’s skill. Now he was an
almost legendary sword-dancer, ready to take on any
challenge—if the price was right. She was Del, born of ice
and storm, trained by the greatest of Northern sword
masters. Now, her ritual training completed, and steeped in
the special magic of her own runesword, she had come South
in search of the young brother stolen five years before. But
even Del could not master all the dangers of the deadly
Punja alone. And meeting Del, Tiger could not turn back from
the most intriguing challenge he’d ever faced—the challenge
of a magical, mysterious sword-dancer of the North....
This discounted ebundle of the Kushiel's Legacy includes:
Kushiel’s Dart, Kushiel’s Chosen, Kushiel’s Avatar The first
trilogy in Jacqueline Carey's sprawling—and darkly
sensual—New York Times bestselling series. The land of Terre
d'Ange is a place of unsurpassed beauty and grace. It is
said that angels found the land and saw it was good...and
the ensuing race that rose from the seed of angels and men
live by one simple rule: Love as thou wilt. Set in a world
of cunning poets, deadly courtiers, heroic traitors, and a
truly Machiavellian villainess, this is a tale of grandeur,
luxuriance, sacrifice, betrayal, and deeply laid
conspiracies. Kushiel’s Dart — Phèdre nó Delaunay is sold
into indentured servitude as a child, her bond is purchased
by Anafiel Delaunay, a nobleman with a very special
mission...and the first one to recognize who and what she
is: one pricked by Kushiel's Dart, chosen to forever
experience pain and pleasure as one. Kushiel’s Chosen — The
hands of the gods weigh heavily upon Phèdre's brow, and they
are not finished with her. While the young queen who sits
upon the throne is well loved by the people, there are those
who believe another should wear the crown... Kushiel’s
Avatar — Phèdre and Joscelin journey on a dangerous path
that will carry them to fabled courts and splendid vistas,
to distant lands where madness reigns and souls are
currency, and down a fabled river to a land forgotten by
most of the world. And to a power so mighty that none dare
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speak its name. Kushiel's Legacy Kushiel's Dart Kushiel's
Chosen Kushiel's Avatar The Sundering Banewreaker Godslayer
Other books Miranda and Caliban At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Modesitt continues his bestselling Saga of Recluce with his
twenty-second book in the long-running series. Fairhaven
Rising follows The Mage-Fire War. Sixteen years have passed
since the mage Beltur helped to found the town of Fairhaven,
and Taelya, Beltur's adopted niece, is now a white mage
undercaptain in the Road Guards of Fairhaven. Fairhaven's
success under the Council has become an impediment to the
ambition of several rulers, and the mages protecting the
town are seen as a threat. Taelya, a young and untried mage,
will find herself at the heart of a conspiracy to destroy
her home and the people she loves, and she may not be
powerful enough to stop it in time. Saga of Recluce #1 The
Magic of Recluce / #2 The Towers of the Sunset / #3 The
Order War / #4 The Magic Engineer / #5 The Death of Chaos /
#6 Fall of Angels / #7 The Chaos Balance / #8 The White
Order / #9 Colors of Chaos / #10 Magi’i of Cyador / #11
Scion of Cyador / #12 Wellspring of Chaos / #13 Ordermaster
/ #14 Natural Order Mage / #15 Mage-Guard of Hamor / #16
Arms-Commander / #17 Cyador’s Heirs / #18 Heritage of Cyador
/ #19 The Mongrel Mage / #20 Outcasts of Order / #21 The
Mage-Fire War / #22 Fairhaven Rising Story Collection:
Recluce Tales Other Series by L.E. Modesitt, Jr. The Imager
Portfolio The Corean Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The
Ghost Books The Ecolitan Matter At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
From Jacqueline Carey, New York Times bestselling author of
Kushiel's Scion and Kushiel's Justice, comes the final
adventure in the Imriel Trilogy. Having paid dearly for
ignoring Elua's edict to love as thou wilt, Imriel and
Sidonie have finally come forward to publicly confess their
love for each other -- only to watch the news ignite turmoil
throughout the land. Those who are old enough cannot forget
the misdeeds of Imriel's mother, Melisande, whose selfserving lies plunged their country into war. In order to
quell the uprising, Queen Ysandre hands down a decree: she
will not divide the lovers, but neither will she acknowledge
them. And if they decide to marry, Sidonie will be
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disinherited. That is, unless Imriel can find his mother and
bring her back to Terre D'Ange to be executed for treason .
. .
Purrfectly Dead
A Far Wilder Magic
Kushiel's Scion
Volume I of The Sundering
Daughter of the Blood
Sometimes the price of destiny is higher than anyone imagined.... Dark Magic, Hidden
Destiny For three centuries a divine prophecy and a line of warrior queens protected
Skala. But the people grew complacent and Erius, a usurper king, claimed his young
half sister’s throne. Now plague and drought stalk the land, war with Skala’s ancient
rival Plenimar drains the country’s lifeblood, and to be born female into the royal line
has become a death sentence as the king fights to ensure the succession of his only
heir, a son. For King Erius the greatest threat comes from his own line — and from
Illior’s faithful, who spread the Oracle’s words to a doubting populace. As
noblewomen young and old perish mysteriously, the king’s nephew — his sister’s only
child — grows toward manhood. But unbeknownst to the king or the boy, strange,
haunted Tobin is the princess’s daughter, given male form by a dark magic to protect
her until she can claim her rightful destiny. Only Tobin’s noble father, two wizards of
Illior, and an outlawed forest witch know the truth. Only they can protect young Tobin
from a king’s wrath, a mother’s madness, and the terrifying rage of her brother’s
demon spirit, determined to avenge his brutal murder....
In a stand-alone series set in the world of Muirwood, eighteen-year-old Maia is the
exiled princess of Comoros and heir to the throne. As a result of her father's ceaseless
need for authority, she was left disinherited and forced to live as a servant in her
enemy's home. When the king invites chaos into the land by expelling the magical
order known as the Dochte Mandar, Maia finds herself on a perilous quest to save her
people. To survive, she must use magic she has learned in secret--despite the fact that
women are forbidden to control it. Hunted by enemies at every turn, Maia realizes that
danger lurks within her, too. Her powers threaten to steal not only her consciousness
but also her sense of right and wrong. Can she set herself free and save the realm she
loves--even if that realm has forgotten her?
I was afraid of the dark tide that stirred in me. I did not want any part of my mother's
blood. And yet it called to me.' Imriel de la Courcel, third in line to the throne, was
enslaved and tortured as a boy, leaving him scarred and wary of his future. Son of a
traitor, Imriel fears the dangerous passions of his bloodline - and his potential for
destruction. His beloved stepmother, exotic and lovely, has trained him in the arts of
covertcy - espionage skills that will either serve his country well, or draw him into a
web of corruption and treachery. Imriel will need all of these resources as he travels,
incognito, to escape the demands of court and family ... What he discovers is not
freedom, but a city at war, and a political game so deep that he may never escape its
net.
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New York Times bestseller Jacqueline Carey returns to the Kushiel universe with a new
story featuring fan-favorite character Joscelin You think you know all of what
happened in Jacqueline Carey’s Kushiel’s Dart. But you only have half the tale. Now
see the other half of the heart that lived it... Cassiel’s Servant is a retelling of the
events of cult favorite Kushiel’s Dart from the point of view of Joscelin, sworn
Cassaline warrior-priest, protector... and ultimate consort to Phèdre nó Delaunay.
From childhood to the events that shape his manhood... and how his journey with
Phèdre to avert the conquest of Terre D’Ange shattered body and mind. And brought
him a perfect love that he will do anything to keep. Even if it means breaking all vows
and losing his soul. Kushiel's Legacy #1 Kushiel's Dart #2 Kushiel's Chosen #3
Kushiel's Avatar Standalones Miranda and Caliban Starless The Sundering #1
Banewreaker #2 Godslayer
Santa Olivia
Saints Astray
Kushiel’s Legacy
Agent of Hel
Crazy Cupid Love
Following the triumphant success of her Kushiel series (Kushiel's
Dart, Kushiel's Chosen, Kushiel's Avatar), Jacqueline Carey now turns
her hand to another startling fable, an epic tale of gods waging war in
their bid to control an entire universe and the mortals they use as
chess pieces in a most deadly game.
Delta of Dead River sets out to rescue her family from a ruthless
dictator rising to power in the Wastes and discovers a secret that will
reshape her world in this postapocalyptic Western mashup for fans of
Mad Max and Gunslinger Girl. Delta of Dead River has always been
told to hide her back, where a map is branded on her skin to a
rumored paradise called the Verdant. In a wasteland plagued by dust
squalls, geomagnetic storms, and solar flares, many would kill for
it--even if no one can read it. So when raiders sent by a man known as
the General attack her village, Delta suspects he is searching for her.
Delta sets out to rescue her family but quickly learns that in the
Wastes no one can be trusted--perhaps not even her childhood friend,
Asher, who has been missing for nearly a decade. If Delta can trust
Asher, she just might decode the map and trade evidence of the
Verdant to the General for her family. What Delta doesn't count on is
what waits at the Verdant: a long-forgotten secret that will shake the
foundation of her entire world.
Following hard on the heels of Kushiel's Dart, Jacqueline Carey's
spectacular debut novel, comes Kushiel's Chosen, the second in a
glittering and riveting historical fantasy trilogy. The land of Terre
d'Ange is a place of unsurpassed beauty and grace. It is said that the
angels found the land and saw it was good, and the ensuing race that
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rose from the seed of angels and men live by one simple rule: Love as
thou wilt. Phèdre nó Delaunay is a young woman who was born with a
scarlet mote in her left eye and sold into indentured servitude as a
child. Her bond was purchased by Anafiel Delaunay, a nobleman with
a very special mission--and the first to recognize her for who and what
she is: one pricked by Kushiel's Dart, chosen to forever experience
pain and pleasure as one. Phèdre has trained in the courtly arts and
the talents of the bedchamber, but, above all, the ability to observe,
remember, and analyze. Having stumbled upon a plot that threatened
the very foundations of her homeland, she gave up almost everything
she held dear to save it. She survived, and lived to have others tell her
story, and if they embellished the tale with fabric of mythical
splendor, they weren't far off the mark. The hands of the gods weigh
heavily upon Phèdre's brow, and they are not yet done with their
charge--for while the young queen who sits upon the throne is well
loved by the people, there are those who believe that other heads
should wear the crown. And those who escaped the wrath of the
mighty are not yet done with their schemes for power and revenge. To
protect and serve, Phèdre will once again leave her beloved
homeland. From the sun-drenched villas of La Serenissima to the
wilds of old Hellas, from a prison designed to drive the very gods mad
to an island of immutable joy. Phèdre will meet old friends and new
enemies and discover a plot so dreadful as to make the earth tremble,
masterminded by the one person she cannot turn away from.
In the sequel to Kushiel's Dart, PhFdre n= Delaunay, now ruler of her
people, faces new challenges, including court intrigues, factions out to
remove her from her throne, the return of the ruthless Melisande
Sharizai, and a horrific conspiracy that could destroy all humankind.
Reprint.
Dustborn
The Banished of Muirwood
Cassiel's Servant
Kushiel 2
Sword-Dancer
GOD (AND ELFLAND) SAVE THE QUEEN Peace reigns in Elfland.
Incredibly, King Oberon and his exquisite but willful queen,
Titania, are at peace with one another. But still the
FarSeers of the Selieghe Court are uneasy. They fear trouble
is coming to the mortal world of England, which is close to
Elfhame Avalon. King Henry VIII is ageing but the futures
shown when the FarSeers lift the great crystal lens are
unchanged. The rule of the son Great Harry finally succeeded
in begetting will bring gray lives and a misery of dull
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oppression to England. Worse will come if his eldest
daughter comes to the throne--a queen warped by fanaticism
who might easily summon the Inquisition to rule by torture
and fire, burning out heresy ... and every bright aspect of
life. The prize at the end of the rainbow is the possibility
of a red-haired queen with lion-gold eyes, brilliant with
interest and curiosity, welcoming the blossoming of art,
music, and literature. But now the last image is flickering,
edged in a dark menace. Years before, Prince Vidal had tried
to seize the child Elizabeth and replace her with a
simulacrum who would soon die. Vidal had been wounded almost
to death in the attempt--but so also had Denoriel,
Elizabeth's principal protector. Denoriel is now
healing--but so, unbeknownst to those of the Bright Court,
is Vidal. And when Vidal wakes to himself, his determination
to hurl England into a new dark age is fiercer than ever,
fueled by his fury over his defeat and injury. Also, his
Dark Court feeds on human suffering and dark emotions. To
ensure his own power, he must at all costs prevent Elizabeth
from coming to the throne. To gain this goal, Vidal has set
in motion a plan of which Denoriel and his comrades are
dangerously unaware. . . . At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
David B. Coe, winner of the William L. Crawford Award for
Best First Fantasy Series for the LonTobyn Chronicle,
continues his rise to the top rank of fantasy writers with
Rules of Ascension, the first novel of an exciting new epic
fantasy quartet, Winds of the Forelands. For centuries the
Forelands were disputed by several tribes. Then came the
magically gifted Qirsi--physically no match for their foes,
but capable of mindsight, creating and controlling mists and
fire, and bending solid matter to their purpose. After a
Qirsi traitor betrayed his race to save himself, the Qirsi
were defeated and dispersed among the seven realms of the
Forelands. Those specially endowed Qirsi capable of multiple
powers, the Weavers, were all put to death. For centuries
the Forelands enjoyed relative peace. But when Tavis, the
heir to the Kingdom of Curgh, is wrongfully blamed for the
murder of a noble, the accusation sets in motion a series of
events culminating in civil war. The ensuing chaos topples
the throne in Eibithar and threatens to rain chaos on all
the realms of the Forelands. Tavis, thrust into the center
of deadly controversy and stripped of the protection of his
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family's nobility, turns to the Qirsi, his last remaining
hope for redemption. But another Qirsi traitor, secretly
fomenting fear and mistrust among the Dukedoms, seeks to
destroy Tavis. Tavis must survive long enough to clear his
name and save an entire kingdom. A powerful, compelling tale
set in an unforgettable land, rules of Ascension will
capture your heart and fire your imagination.
Following hard on the heels of Kushiel's Dart, Jacqueline
Carey's spectacular debut novel, comes Kushiel's Chosen, a
glittering and riveting historical fantasy. The land of
Terre d'Ange is a place of unsurpassed beauty and grace. It
is said that the angels found the land and saw it was good,
and the ensuing race that rose from the seed of angels and
men live by one simple rule: Love as thou wilt. Phedre no
Delaunay is a young woman who was born with a scarlet mote
in her left eye and sold into indentured servitude as a
child. Her bond was purchased by Anafiel Delaunay, a
nobleman with a very special mission--and the first to
recognize her for who and what she is: one pricked by
Kushiel's Dart, chosen to forever experience pain and
pleasure as one. Phedre has trained in the courtly arts and
the talents of the bedchamber, but, above all, the ability
to observe, remember, and analyze. Having stumbled upon a
plot that threatened the very foundations of her homeland,
she gave up almost everything she held dear to save it. She
survived, and lived to have others tell her story, and if
they embellished the tale with fabric of mythical splendor,
they weren't far off the mark. The hands of the gods weigh
heavily upon Phedre's brow, and they are not yet done with
their charge--for while the young queen who sits upon the
throne is well loved by the people, there are those who
believe that other heads should wear the crown. And those
who escaped the wrath of the mighty are not yet done with
their schemes for power and revenge. To protect and serve,
Phedre will once again leave her beloved homeland. From the
sun-drenched villas of La Serenissima to the wilds of old
Hellas, from a prison designed to drive the very gods mad to
an island of immutable joy. Phedre will meet old friends and
new enemies and discover a plot so dreadful as to make the
earth tremble, masterminded by the one person she cannot
turn away from.
Supreme Commander Lord Tanaros was once human. But he chose
darkness and immortality when his wife betrayed him with his
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king. He killed them both, and fled the realms of Men and
now cares nothing for their fates. A thousand years passed.
His only allegiance is to his master, the dark god Satoris,
who gave the gift of Life to the race of Men. Satoris, who
rebelled against his elder brother God Haomane who had
demanded that gift be taken away. Their fight cracked the
very world in two; the name of Satoris became the word for
evil throughout all the races, while the legend of Tanaros
is the seminal tale of treachery. And yet not all tales told
are true. A final prophecy has begun to unfold, and the
races are uniting in their quest to rid the world of
Satoris. The elder gods and goddesses, stranded on the other
side of the world, send dreams to spur all to destroy
Satoris and Tanaros, but those loyal to their god know a
different side of the story and try to defend their citadel
of Darkhaven, where Satoris sits in sorrow, controlling his
own dominion, seeking neither victory nor vengeance.
Satoris's followers capture the beautiful Elvish princess
Cerelinde, and without her the Allies cannot fulfill the
prophecy. All who support Satoris clamor for her death-but
Satoris refuses to act like the monster that he is made out
to be, for he recognizes in Cerelinde a spark of the love
that he once bore for his fellow gods. She is a great danger
to Satoris--and a greater danger for Tanaros and all that he
holds dear. For she reminds him that not all women need be
false... and that though he may be immune to death, his
heart is still very much mortal. Strong storytelling with
evocative, compelling, and unforgettable characters,
Godslayer is the thrilling conclusion to the events begun in
Banewreaker, a haunting tale of love and loss that
ultimately asks the question: If all that is considered good
considers you evil, are you? At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Kushiel's Dart
Banewreaker
(Kushiel's Dart, Kushiel's Chosen, Kushiel's Avatar)
A Whiskey, Tango & Foxtrot Mystery
After her escape from military custody, Loup and her girlfriend
Pilar have a chance to reinvent their lives thousands of miles
away from the forgotten and disenfranchised Texas border town
of Outpost 12- known as Santa Olivia to those trapped there for
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decades. Thanks to Loup's preternatural gifts of strength,
speed, and an innate fearlessness, as well as Pilar's unexpected
skill with a pistol, they find new careers as high-priced
bodyguards for a world famous British rock band. Back in the
States, an investigation into the existence of Outpost 12 begins
in Washington, D.C. When the key witness with evidence to
expose the military cover-up, their old comrade Miguel,
vanishes, the case seems lost. The abandoned citizens of Santa
Olivia need a champion, a voice raised on their behalf, which
pushes Loup and Pilar into a hard choice. If Loup returns to
U.S. soil, she'll be an outlaw. If she's caught, she'll be taken
into custody again; and this time, there may be no escape. But
if she and Pilar don't fight for freedom of those they left
behind, no one will.--From back cover.
Ever since Phèdre nó Delaunay was sold into servitude as a
child, her path has taken a strange, and often dangerous
course. She has lain with princes and pirate kings and battled a
wicked temptress still determined to win the crown at any cost.
All this time Phèdre has had at her side the devoted swordsman
Joscelin, who has never violated the central precept of the
angel Cassiel: to protect and serve. Now Phèdre's plans will put
his pledge to the ultimate test. For she has never forgotten her
childhood friend Hyacinthe, and has spent ten long years
searching for the key to free him from his eternal indenture to
the Master of Straits. To redeem Hyacinthe, Phèdre and
Joscelin embark on a dangerous journey that will carry them to
far-off countries where madness reigns, and to confront a
power so mighty that none dare speak its name. 'Carey
dismantles standard notions of both magic and mortality to
produce a long, complex saga worthy of the field's best writer
on such a scale, George R. R. Martin' Locus 'One of the best
running fantasy sequences at present' Time Out
“A confident One Thousand and One Nights for our present . . .
Furious pop entertainment—full of sex, passion, violence, and
magic” (Slant Magazine). The sultan Bokhari Al-Bokhari of
Bessa has 365 concubines—until a violent coup puts the city in
the hands of the religious zealot Hakkim Mehdad. Hakkim has
no use for the pleasures of the flesh: He condemns the women
first to exile and then to death. Cast into the desert, the
concubines must rely on themselves and each other to escape
from the new sultan’s fanatical pursuit. But their goals go
beyond mere survival: With the aid of the champions who
emerge from among them, they intend to topple the usurper
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and retake Bessa from the repressive power that now controls
it. The assassin, Zuleika, whose hands are weapons. The seer,
Rem, whose tears are ink. The wise Gursoon, who was the dead
sultan’s canniest advisor. The camel-thief, Anwar Das, who
offers his lying tongue to the concubines’ cause. Together, they
must forge the women of the harem into an army, a seraglio of
steel, and use it to conquer a city. But even if they succeed,
their troubles will just be beginning—because their most
dangerous enemy is within their own number. “The Steel
Seraglio is not a work of feminist or utopian theory. Nor is it a
historical fantasy, a romance, a thriller, a poem, an allegory, or
an epic. Rather, somehow, it is all of these things.” —Neon
Magazine “A masterful, engaging and utterly fascinating story
by three wonderful writers.” —SF Revu
In the astonishing conclusion of Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels
Trilogy, the Dark Court has been formed and the end—for
some—draws exceedingly near... Jaenelle Angelline now reigns
as Queen—protector of the Shadow Realm. No longer will the
corrupt Blood slaughter her people and defile her lands. But
where one chapter ends, a final, unseen battle remains to be
written, and Jaenelle must unleash the terrible power that is
Witch to destroy her enemies once and for all. Even so, she
cannot stand alone. Somewhere, long lost in madness, is
Daemon, her promised Consort. Only his unyielding love can
complete her Court and secure her reign. Yet, even together,
their strength may not be enough to hold back the most
malevolent of forces. And in the end, under the emergent
shadow of evil and unforeseen betrayal, only Jaenelle’s greatest
sacrifice will save those she loves—and the realm she’s bound
to protect...
Elegy For Darkness
The Steel Seraglio
Kushiel's Chosen
Fairhaven Rising
The Bone Doll's Twin
Sold into indentured servitude at the exotic Night Court as a child, PhFdre n= Delaunay,
faces a difficult choice between honor and duty as she deals with a world of glittering
luxury, conspiracy, sacrifice, and betrayal and plays a key role in protecting her land
from a dangerously clever and evil villainess. Reprint.
Three men, sworn enemies, vie for sway over the girl witch--a blue-eyed innocent--who
is to rule over the Dark Kingdom, commencing a ruthless game of politics, magic and
betrayal, in which the weapons are love and hate. Original.
Presents a collection of twenty-five fantasy short stories that feature protagonists who
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exist as outsiders to society.
"Everything epic fantasy should be: rich, cruel, gorgeous, brilliant, enthralling and
deeply, deeply satisfying. I loved it."—Lev Grossman on The Ruin of Kings You can
have everything you want if you sacrifice everything you believe. Kihrin D'Mon is a
wanted man. Since he destroyed the Stone of Shackles and set demons free across
Quur, he has been on the run from the wrath of an entire empire. His attempt to escape
brings him into the path of Janel Theranon, a mysterious Joratese woman who claims
to know Kihrin. Janel's plea for help pits Kihrin against all manner of dangers: a secret
rebellion, a dragon capable of destroying an entire city, and Kihrin's old enemy, the
wizard Relos Var. Janel believes that Relos Var possesses one of the most powerful
artifacts in the world—the Cornerstone called the Name of All Things. And if Janel is
right, then there may be nothing in the world that can stop Relos Var from getting what
he wants. And what he wants is Kihrin D'Mon. Jenn Lyons continues the Chorus of
Dragons series with The Name of All Things, the epic sequel to The Ruin of Kings A
Chorus of Dragons 1: The Ruin of Kings 2: The Name of All Things 3: The Memory of
Souls At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Elegy for Darkness
A Novel
Treason's Heir: Book One
Miranda and Caliban
Starless

Imriel de la Courcel's blood parents are history's most reviled traitors, while his adoptive
parents, PhEdre and Joscelin, are Terre d'Ange's greatest champions. Stolen, tortured, and
enslaved as a young boy, Imriel is now a Prince of the Blood, third in line for the throne
in a land that revels in beauty, art, and desire. After a year abroad to study at university,
Imriel returns from his adventures a little older and somewhat wiser. But perhaps not
wise enough. What was once a mere spark of interest between himself and his cousin
Sidonie now ignites into a white-hot blaze. But from commoner to peer, the whole realm
would recoil from any alliance between Sidonie, heir to the throne, and Imriel, who bears
the stigma of his mother's misdeeds and betrayals. Praying that their passion will peak
and fade, Imriel and Sidonie embark on an intense, secret affair. Blessed Elua founded
Terre d'Ange and bestowed one simple precept to guide his people, love as thou wilt.
When duty calls, Imriel honors his role as a member of the royal family by leaving to
marry a lovely, if merely sweet, Alban princess. By choosing duty over love, Imriel and
Sidonie may have unwittingly trespassed against Elua's law. But when dark powers in
Alba, who fear an invasion by Terre d'Ange, seek to use the lovers' passion to bind
Imriel, the gods themselves take notice. Before the end, Kushiel's justice will be felt in
heaven and on earth.
L. E. Modesitt, Jr., continues his bestselling Saga of Recluce with The Mage-Fire War,
the third book in a story arc which began with The Mongrel Mage and Outcasts of Order.
A USA Today Bestseller! Once again, prejudices against the use of chaos magic force
Beltur and his companions to flee their refuge in Axalt. The rulers of nearby Montgren
have offered them sanctuary and the opportunity to become the Councilors of the runPage 11/16
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down and disintegrating town of Haven. Montegren lacks any mages—white or
black—making this seem like the perfect opportunity to start again. However, Beltur and
the others must reinstitute law and order, rebuild parts of the town, deal with
brigands—and thwart an invading army. Saga of Recluce #1 The Magic of Recluce / #2
The Towers of the Sunset / #3 The Order War / #4 The Magic Engineer / #5 The Death of
Chaos / #6 Fall of Angels / #7 The Chaos Balance / #8 The White Order / #9 Colors of
Chaos / #10 Magi’i of Cyador / #11 Scion of Cyador / #12 Wellspring of Chaos / #13
Ordermaster / #14 Natural Order Mage / #15 Mage-Guard of Hamor / #16 ArmsCommander / #17 Cyador’s Heirs / #18 Heritage of Cyador / #19 The Mongrel Mage /
#20 Outcasts of Order / #21 The Mage-Fire War / #22 Fairhaven Rising (forthcoming)
Story Collection: Recluce Tales Other Series by L.E. Modesitt, Jr. The Imager Portfolio
The Corean Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The Ghost Books The Ecolitan Matter At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AN INSTANT INDIE
BESTSELLER ONE OF 2022'S MOST ANTICIPATED READS: * BUZZFEED * EPIC
READS * GOODREADS * THE NERD DAILY * UNITED BY POP * "An utterly
transportive read, unfolding into a world of crumbling manors and ancient forests.
Allison Saft crafts a deliberate, intricate romance that will have you as unmoored as the
characters." —Chloe Gong, New York Times bestselling author of These Violent Delights
A romantic YA fantasy perfect for fans of Erin A. Craig and Margaret Rogerson, about
two people who find themselves competing for glory—and each other's hearts—in a
magical fox hunt. When Margaret Welty spots the legendary hala, the last living mythical
creature, she knows the Halfmoon Hunt will soon follow. Whoever is able to kill the hala
will earn fame and riches, and unlock an ancient magical secret. While Margaret is the
best sharpshooter in town, only teams of two can register, and she needs an alchemist.
Weston Winters isn’t an alchemist—yet. He's been fired from every apprenticeship he's
landed, and his last chance hinges on Master Welty taking him in. But when Wes arrives
at Welty Manor, he finds only Margaret. She begrudgingly allows him to stay, but on one
condition: he must join the hunt with her. Although they make an unlikely team, they
soon find themselves drawn to each other. As the hunt looms closer and tensions rise,
Margaret and Wes uncover dark magic that could be the key to winning the hunt—if they
survive that long. In A Far Wilder Magic, Allison Saft has written an achingly tender love
story set against a deadly hunt in an atmospheric, rich fantasy world that will sweep you
away. "Innovative, romantic, and intoxicating. A Far Wilder Magic is a diamond of the
YA fantasy genre, with a fresh and artfully layered world and extraordinary characters to
match." —Amanda Foody, author of Ace of Shades
Kushiel's ChosenMacmillan
Dark Currents
Queen of the Darkness
Ill Met By Moonlight
The Mage-Fire War
Kushiel's Avatar
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A decade of peace has passed in Terre D'Ange, the country founded by the god
Elua. Since the world's most famous courtesan saved her queen from
assassination, Phèdre n? Delauny has been enjoying a quiet life until a prophetic
dream calls upon her to serve her gods one last time. But what they ask may be
too painful for even an anguissettte to bear. When the young son of the traitor
Melisande Shahrizai—Imriel de la Courcel, who stands third in line for the
crown—is kidnapped, Phèdre enters an uneasy bargain to find the boy in
exchange for the information that will free her beloved childhood friend
Hyacinthe from his eternal imprisonment as the new Master of the Straits. When
it becomes clear that Imriel's disappearance is part of a larger, far darker scheme,
Phèdre knows it is her sacred duty to end it. At her side is her loving consort
Josselin, who will also risk losing himself in Phèdre’s gamble to rescue Imriel
and save her country from a spreading darkness. And beyond her doubt, her
fear, dangles the promise of a holy mystery so great that it could transform
Phèdre into justice incarnate... or consume her in the flames of her own passion.
All of Phèdre’s journeys have led here, to the grandest of conclusions in an epic
tale of fantasy, adventure, and, above all, love. Kushiel's Avatar is the stunning
conclusion to Jacqueline Carey's epic trilogy. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Three times they tried to kill her. Then a professional was hired. So was
Riyria.When the last member of the oldest noble family in Avryn is targeted for
assassination, Riyria is hired to foil the plot. Three years have passed since the
war-weary mercenary Hadrian and the cynical ex-assassin Royce joined forces to
start life as rogues-for-hire. Things have gone well enough until they're asked to
help prevent a murder. Now they must venture into an ancient corner of the world
to save a mysterious woman who knows more about Royce than is safe and
cares less about herself than is sane.From the best-selling author of The Riyria
Revelations comes the third installment of The Riyria Chronicles. Although part
of a series, it's designed to thrill both new readers looking for fun, fast-paced
fantasy and Riyria veterans wishing to reunite with old friends. For those who do
wish to experience the entire Riyria saga, two reading options exist: Order of
Publication Theft of Swords - Rise of Empire - Heir of Novron - The Crown Tower
- The Rose and the Thorn - The Death of DulgathChronological Order: The Crown
Tower - The Rose and the Thorn - The Death of Dulgath - Theft of Swords - Rise
of Empire - Heir of NovronPRAISE FOR MICHAEL'S RIYRIA BOOKS"This epic
fantasy showcases the arrival of a master storyteller." - Library Journal on Theft
of Swords"A delightful, entertaining and page-turning read that reminds us just
how enjoyable, and how good The Riyria Revelations series is. A must-buy for all
fantasy lovers." - The Founding Fields on Rise of Empire"Heir of Novron is the
conclusion to the Riyria Revelations, cementing it in a position as a new classic
of modern fantasy: traditional in setting, but extremely unconventional in, well,
everything else." - Drying Ink on Heir of Novron"Snappy banter, desperate
stakes, pulse-pounding swordplay, and good old-fashioned heroics are all on full
display here." - 52 Book Reviews on The Crown Tower"The Rose and the Thorn
is full of mystery, adventure, betrayal and just plain awesome." - Fantasy Faction
on The Rose and the Thorn
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"'Percy Jackson for Romance fans.' Delightful."—RT Book Reviews Forewords
When a single arrow inspires romance, can you really trust happily ever after? In
this magical rom-com, the descendants of Greek mythology must learn to live
and love in a mundane world where Aphrodite's blessing can sure feel like a real
pain in the quiver. Eliza Herman (a.k.a. The World's Worst Cupid) has spent her
entire life carefully avoiding her calling as a Descendant of Eros. After all, happilyever-afters are nothing but a myth. But when a family crisis requires her to fill in
at the local Cupid-for-hire shop, Eliza finds herself enchanting couples under the
watchful eye of her assigned mentor, Jake Sanders...the one man she could
never get out of her head. Before long, Eliza is rethinking her stance on
romance—until things start going terribly wrong with her enchantments. Now
Eliza and Jake must fight to unravel a conspiracy that could destroy thousands
of relationships, including their own...and spell the end of Love itself. No
pressure, right?
Hated by humans who believe him to be responsible for a war between the gods,
the proud Satoris orders former mortal soldier Tanaros Blacksword to prevent an
unfavorable prophecy from being fulfilled by capturing the Lady of the Ellylon
and thwarting her alliance with the High King of Men. By the author of Kushiel's
Avatar. Reprint.
The Death of Dulgath
Volume II of The Sundering
The Name of All Things
Kushiel's Justice
Godslayer
Lushly written with rich and vivid characters, SANTA OLIVIA is Jacqueline
Carey's take on comic book superheroes and the classic werewolf myth.
Loup Garron was born and raised in Santa Olivia, an isolated,
disenfranchised town next to a US military base inside a DMZ buffer zone
between Texas and Mexico. A fugitive "Wolf-Man" who had a love affair
with a local woman, Loup's father was one of a group of men geneticallymanipulated and used by the US government as a weapon. The "Wolf-Men"
were engineered to have superhuman strength, speed, sensory capability,
stamina, and a total lack of fear, and Loup, named for and sharing her
father's wolf-like qualities, is marked as an outsider. After her mother dies,
Loup goes to live among the misfit orphans at the parish church, where
they seethe from the injustices visited upon the locals by the soldiers.
Eventually, the orphans find an outlet for their frustrations: They form a
vigilante group to support Loup Garron who, costumed as their patron
saint, Santa Olivia, uses her special abilities to avenge the town. Aware
that she could lose her freedom, and possibly her life, Loup is determined
to fight to redress the wrongs her community has suffered. And like the
reincarnation of their patron saint, she will bring hope to all of Santa Olivia.
THE FIRST AGENT OF HEL NOVEL! “Jacqueline Carey proves her versatility
with this compelling and delightful piece of urban fantasy.”—#1 New York
Times Bestselling Author Charlaine Harris The Midwestern resort town of
Pemkowet boasts a diverse population: eccentric locals, wealthy summer
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people, and tourists by the busload—not to mention fairies, sprites,
vampires, naiads, ogres, and a whole host of eldritch folk, presided over by
Hel, a reclusive Norse goddess. To Daisy Johanssen, fathered by an incubus
and raised by a single mother, it’s home. And as Hel’s enforcer and the
designated liaison to the Pemkowet Police Department, it’s up to her to
ensure relations between the mundane and eldritch communities run
smoothly. But when a young man from a nearby college drowns—and signs
point to eldritch involvement—the town’s booming paranormal tourism
trade is at stake. Teamed up with her childhood crush, Officer Cody Fairfax,
a sexy werewolf on the down-low, Daisy must solve the crime—and keep a
tight rein on the darker side of her nature. For if she’s ever tempted to
invoke her demonic birthright, it could accidentally unleash nothing less
than Armageddon.
Deidre “Foxtrot” Lancaster is back—with her supernatural sidekicks Tango
and Whiskey—to unlock the mysteries of life, death...and murder...in Dixie
Lyle's Purrfectly Dead. When zillionairess Zelda Zoransky throws a party,
she means business. Assistant extraordinaire, Deidre “Foxtrot” Lancaster
knows she’s in for a night when anything can—and will—happen. The
evening’s festivities include a high-stakes game between two escape
artists locked in a bitter rivalry. PURRFECTLY DEAD The magic turns tragic
when one of the escape artists ends up dead. This is no disappearing
act—it’s murder. The suspects include a scientist with a 3D printer, a
psychedelically-impaired rock star, and a serpent-tongued ghost with ties
to the Garden of Eden. Now it’s up to Foxtrot, Tango, and Whiskey figure
out which guest commited the crime before they reach they end of this
deadly game of Clue. How will this tail end? “A clever new series that deftly
blends cozy mystery with the paranormal...original and witty.”—Ali
Brandon, author of the Black Cat Bookshop mysteries
A nation born of angels, vast and intricate and surrounded by danger... a
woman born to servitude, unknowingly given access to the secrets of the
realm... Born with a scarlet mote in her left eye, Phédre nó Delaunay is sold
into indentured servitude as a child. When her bond is purchased by an
enigmatic nobleman, she is trained in history, theology, politics, foreign
languages, the arts of pleasure. And above all, the ability to observe,
remember, and analyze. Exquisite courtesan, talented spy... and unlikely
heroine. But when Phédre stumbles upon a plot that threatens her
homeland, Terre d'Ange, she has no choice. Betrayed into captivity in the
barbarous northland of Skaldia and accompanied only by a disdainful young
warrior-priest, Phédre makes a harrowing escape and an even more
harrowing journey to return to her people and deliver a warning of the
impending invasion. And that proves only the first step in a quest that will
take her to the edge of despair and beyond. Phédre nó Delaunay is the
woman who holds the keys to her realm's deadly secrets, and whose
courage will decide the very future of her world. Not since Dune has there
been an epic on the scale of Kushiel's Dart-a massive tale about the violent
death of an old age and the birth of a new. It is a novel of grandeur,
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luxuriance, sacrifice, betrayal, and deeply laid conspiracies. A world of
cunning poets, deadly courtiers, deposed rulers and a besieged Queen, a
warrior-priest, the Prince of Travelers, barbarian warlords, heroic traitors,
and a truly Machiavellian villainess... all seen through the unflinching eyes
of an unforgettable heroine. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Kushiel's Mercy
The Whisper of Leaves
Rules of Ascension
Somewhere Beneath Those Waves
Book One of Winds of the Forelands
The Treman community, which has long been isolated in the forests, has been breached
by intruders, leaving the healer Kira to decide what to do when she suspects it is she
the intruders are after.
"Destined from birth to serve as protector of the princess Zariya, Khai is trained in the
arts of killing and stealth by a warrior sect in the deep desert; yet there is one profound
truth that has been withheld from him"--Book jacket.
Miranda and Caliban is bestselling fantasy author Jacqueline Carey’s gorgeous
retelling of The Tempest. With hypnotic prose and a wild imagination, Carey explores
the themes of twisted love and unchecked power that lie at the heart of Shakespeare’s
masterpiece, while serving up a fresh take on the play's iconic characters. A lovely girl
grows up in isolation where her father, a powerful magus, has spirited them to in order
to keep them safe. We all know the tale of Prospero's quest for revenge, but what of
Miranda? Or Caliban, the so-called savage Prospero chained to his will? In this
incredible retelling of the fantastical tale, Jacqueline Carey shows readers the other side
of the coin—the dutiful and tenderhearted Miranda, who loves her father but is terribly
lonely. And Caliban, the strange and feral boy Prospero has bewitched to serve him.
The two find solace and companionship in each other as Prospero weaves his magic
and dreams of revenge. Always under Prospero’s jealous eye, Miranda and Caliban
battle the dark, unknowable forces that bind them to the island even as the pangs of
adolescence create a new awareness of each other and their doomed relationship. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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